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I.

INTRODUCTION1

1.

The Orphan Well Association ("OWA") provides these submissions to the Court in reply

to the submissions of the Defendants, Perpetual Energy Inc., Perpetual Operating Trust, and
Perpetual Operating Corp. (collectively, the "Perpetual Energy Defendants") received on
September 28, 2020 (the "Perpetual Energy Defendants' Submissions").
2.

The OWA's reply submissions that follow address two issues arising from the Perpetual

Defendants' Submissions:
(a)

Corrections to the factual inaccuracies in the Brief of the OWA, filed on September
25, 2020 (the "Lead OWA Brief"); and

(b)

The description of asset retirement obligations ("ARO") as a "provision.

II.

REPLY ARGUMENT

A.

Alleged Factual Inaccuracies

3.

At paragraph 27 of the Perpetual Energy Defendants' Submissions, the Perpetual Energy

Defendants assert that the OWA has misstated the evidence of the municipalities with respect to
the amount of outstanding property taxes sat the time of the Asset Transaction. The OWA
acknowledges this oversight. The property taxes outstanding as of the date of bankruptcy was
listed in error, and the evidence appears to be that only $2.4-2.8 million in property taxes was
outstanding at the time of the Asset Transaction.2 The OWA is not aware of how much of the $21
million in indebtedness outstanding as of the date of bankruptcy (not including the cost to remedy
ARO) was also outstanding at the date of the Asset Transaction, and submits that evidence would
become clear in the course of document production, questioning and trial.3
B.

The use of the term provision

4.

At paragraph 32 of the Perpetual Energy Defendants' Submissions, the Perpetual Energy

Defendants state that "ARO is a provision, not a liability…" The OWA submits first, that the

1

Terms not hereinafter defined shall have the same meaning ascribed to them in the Statement of Claim and the Order of Justice D.B. Nixon filed
July 31, 2020 (the "Intervenor Order").
2
See for example, Affidavit of Mark Schonken, sworn on June 26, 2020, at paras 4,6, and 17; Affidavit of Roberta Maylsh, sworn on June 29,
2020, at paras 4,7, and 10; and Affidavit of Cheryl McRae, sworn on July 14, 2020, at para 5.
3
Sequoia Resources Corp. Form 78 Statement of Affairs, Court/Estate File No, 25-2351565, attached hereto as Appendix A.
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2
relevant question is whether ARO is an "obligation", not whether it is a liability. In any event, it
is important for the Court to be aware that accountants view a provision as a liability. Attached to
this Reply Brief is the section of the CPA Canada Handbook speaking to the definition of the term
"provision."4 In particular, the Court's attention should be drawn to paragraphs 10 and 14:
10

The following terms are used in this Standard with the meanings specified:

A provision is a liability of uncertain timing or amount. 5
…
14

A provision shall be recognised when:

(a)
an entity has a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of a past
event;
(b)
it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits
will be required to settle the obligation; and
(c)
5.

a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation.6

It is the Perpetual Energy Defendants that have characterized the Sequoia ARO as a

provision with these characteristics.
6.

The OWA submits that the ARO associated with the Goodyear Assets is an obligation

which rendered Sequoia insolvent.

Alternatively, a trial is required to determine whether

outstanding municipal property taxes and other amounts owed by Sequoia at the time of the Asset
Transaction rendered it insolvent, which appears likely given the short time frame between the
transaction and the bankruptcy.
ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 29th day of September, 2020.
BENNETT JONES LLP

Kenneth T. Lenz, Q.C. / Andrea Stempien
Counsel for the Intervenor, the Orphan Well
Association
Chartered Professional Accountants Canada, CPA Handbook – Accounting, Toronto: CPA, 2020 [CPA Canada Handbook].
Ibid, at 1147.
6
Ibid, at 1149.
4
5
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Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets

Objective
The objective of this Standard is to ensure that appropriate
recognition criteria'
measurement bases are applied to provisions, contingent liabilitie
s and °Outing*
assets and that sufficient information is disclosed in the notes to
enable us''
e
understand their nature, timing and amount.

Scope
This Standard shall be applied by all entities in accounting for
provisions,coil'
tingent liabilities and contingent assets, except:
(a) those resulting from executory contracts, except where the
contra_c,
onerous; and
(b) [deleted
(c) those covered by another Standard.
This Standard does not apply to financial instruments (including
g6df.''- flie6
are within the scope of IFRS 9 Financial instruments.
3

Executory contracts are contracts under which neither party has
performed anyOf
its obl igations or both parties have partially performed their obligations
to an equal
extent. This Standard does not apply to executory contracts unless they are
ciriei6tis
pelet ecl]
When another Standard deals with a specific type of provision, contingent
liability
or contingent asset, an entity applies that Standard instead of,this StandardROr
example.sonte types of provisions are addressed in Standards on
(a) [deleted]
(b) income taxes(see lAS 12 Income Taxes);
(c) leases(see [FRS 16 Leases). However, this Standard applies to any lease& iat
becomes onerous before the commencement date of the lease as''defitiOlift
I
FRS 16. This Standard also applies to short-term leases and leases 10*1,01
the underlying asset is of low value accounted for in accordance with 00:7
graph 6 of IfRS 16 and that have become onerous;
(d) employee benefits (see IAS 19 Employee Benefits);
(e) insurance contracts (see IFRS 4 Insitrance Contracts). However,thi§sf,t144.5A
applies to provisions, contingent liabilities and contingent assetspf,44-05r?
other thati those arising from its contractual obligations and rights titiOct, 1110:7
•
ante contracts within the scope of IFRS 4;
(0 contingent consideration of an acquirer in a business combination(sePff
(
0111billati011s); and
(g) revenue lion) contracts with customers (see IFRS 15 /?evenitefrot?1, 0008
CUSrOin CPS), However, as IFRS 15 contains no specific requitOPI''' 46
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.
a and
agent'
rs to

eonet is

that
y of
ival
)us.

address contracts with customers that are, or have
become, onerous,
this Standard applies to such cases.
[Deleted]
This Standard defines provisions as liabilities of
uncertain timing ?
amount. In
sonic countries the term 'provision' is also used in the
context of item's
such as
depreciation, impairment of assets and doubtful debts: these
are adjustments to
the
carrying amounts of assets and are not addressed in this Stand
ard.
Other Standards specify Whether expenditures are treated as
assets or as
expenses.
Theseissues are not addressed in this Standard. Accordingly,
this Standard neith
er
prohibits nor requires capitalisation of the costs recognised
when a proviSion is
m ade. This Standard applies to provisions for restructurings
(including discontinued
operations). \Allen a restructuring meets the definition of a disco
ntinued operation,
additional disclosures may be required by IFRS 5 Non-current Asset
s lieldfiy• Sale
and Discontinued Operations

Definitions
The following terms are used in this Standard with the meanings
specified:
A proViSigli is a liability of uncertain timing or amount.

lity
For

hat

A liability is a present obligation of the entity arising from
past events, the settlement of which is expected to result in an outflow from
the entity of resources
em bodying economic benefits.l
An obligating event is an event that creates a legal or const
ructive obligation
that results in an entity having no realistic alternative to settling
that obligation.
A legal obligation is an obligation that derives from:
(a) a contract(through its explicit or implicit terms);
(b) legislation; or
(c) other operation of law.

rd
ir-

0

A constructive obligation is an obligation that derives from
an entity's actions
z. '''Where
:
'''(a) by an established pattern of past practice, publi
shed policies or a stadeafly specific current statement, the entity has indicated to other
parties
that it will accept certain responsibilities; and
(b) as a result, the entity has created a valid
expectation on the part of those
other parties that it will discharge those responsibilities.
'
l,ft efinaion ofl liability in ibis Standard was not
revised following the revision of the definition of a
,
l
iabili in the Conceptual Fronel
vorkfir Financial Report

ing issued in 2018.

~ Foundation
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A contingent liabirlit,v is:
(a) a possible obligation that arises from past event
s and whose
eXisteticeNvii
be confirmed only by the occurrence or non-o
ccurrence of
uncertain future events not wholly within the contr
ol of the entity;
(b) a present obligation that arises from past event
,
s but is not
. recogii- il'
because:

(i)

it is not probable that an outflow of resources
embodying ,e631-i_
benefits will be required to settle the obligation; or

(ii) the amount of the obligation cannot be meas
ured with SuffiCien
ability.

A contingent asset is a possible asset that arises from past
events andlviiiik -

existence will be confirmed only by the occurrence or
or more uncertain future events not wholly within the non-occurrenceof-O6'
control of
eiititj
An onerous contract is a contract in which the
unavoidable costs Of
tneefin
the obligations under the contract exceed the economic
benefits expectedf4e
received under it.

A reqructuring is a programme that is planned and
Controlled byinfaitat
meat, and Mater
ially changeS either:

(a) the scope of a business undertaken by an entity;
or
(b) the manner in which that business is conducted.

Provisions and other liabilities
I1

Provisions can be distinguished from other liabilities such
as trade paYables*d
accruals because there is uncertainty about the timing or
arnottitt' th'e.
expenditure required in settlement. By contrast;
(a) trade payables are liabilities to pay for goods or
services that have bqprt70
or supplied and have been invoiced or formally agreed with the supplie
t;-`
(5) accruals are liabilities to pay for goods or Services that haye
been-,rec00, or
supplied but have not been paid, invoiced or formally agreed with th6,,nl,ppjp,r,
including amounts clue to employees(for example, amounts relating to*Al
ed
vacation pay). Although it is sometimes necessary to estimate
th9•z1111,09,4-9:1
timing of accruals, the uncertainty is generally much less than for-prp*,6
4
Accruals are often reported as part of trade and other payables, wherea •
are reported separately.

Relationship between provisions and contingent
12

I AS 37

In a general sense, all provisions are contingent because they
are ttne1141-1 i1 k14.411
,1
or amount. However, within this Standard the term 'contingent' is use493:',
ties and assets that are not recognised because their existence will 13,0.4
only by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain,
1148
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13

not wholly within the control of the enti
ty. In addition, the term
'contingent liability' is used for liabilities that do not mee
t the recognition criteria.
This Standard distinguishes between:
(a) prOVisions — which are recognised as
liabilities (assuming that a reli
able esti:,
mate can be made) because they are
present obligations and it is pro
bab
le that
an on tfloW of resources embodying econom
ic benefits will be required to
settle
the obligations; and
(b) contingent liabilities — which are not
recognised as liabilities because the
y are
either:

(I)

)se

possible obligations, as it has yet to be
confirmed whether the entity has a
present obligation that could lead to
an outflow of resources embodying
economic benefits; or
(ii) present obligations that dd
not meet the recognition criteria in
this
Standard (because either it is not probab
le that an outflow of resources
embodying economic benefits will be
required to settle the obligation, or
a sufficiently reliable estimate of thew_m
ountofthe obligation cannot be
m ade).

jC.p9nitipn
Provislons

(

A provision shall be recognised when:
(a) an entity has a present obligation (leg
al or constructive) as a result of a
past event;
(0) it is probable that an outflow of res
ources embodying economic benefits
Will be required to settle the obligation;
and
c)"a reliable estimate can be made of
the amonnt of the obligation.
Ifth ese conditions are not met no pro
vision shall be recognised..
Ptesent obligation
rare cases it is not clear whether the
re is a present obligation. In these case
s,
a past event is deemed to
give rise to .a present obligation if, taking
acc
oun
t of
all .available evidence, it is mor
e likely than not that a present obligation
exis
ts
cat,the end of the reporting per
iod.
In almost all cases it will be
Clear whether a past event has given rise
to a presOtohligation. In rare cases, for example
in, a lawsuit, it may be disputed either
whether certain events have
occurred or whether those events result in
a present
obligation. In such a case, an
entity determines whether a present obligati
on exists
at the end.ofthe reporting period by taking acc
ount of all available evidence,includfor example, the opinion of experts. The evi
dence considered includes any

Toithdation
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additional evidence provided by events after the repor
ting period. On the
such evidence:
b.asis
(a) where it is more likely than not that a present oblig
ation exists at theod.oft6
reporting period,the entity recognises a provision (if
the recognition criteria a
met); and
(b) where it is more likely that no present oblig
ation exists at the,end th
cat'
reporting period, the entity discloses a contingent liabil
ity, unlessthe pdssfbi
ity of an outflow of resources embodying economic
benefits is reinote 8
paragraph 86).
Past event
17

A past event that leads to a present obligation is calle
d an obligating event;
event to be an obligating event,it is necessary that the
entity has no realistic
tive to settling the obligation created by the event. This
is the case only:
(a) where the settlement ofthe obligation can be
enforced by law; or.
(b) in the case of a constructive obligation, where
the event (which may be an
action of the entity) creates valid expectations in other
parties that the entit\,:
will discharge the obligation.

18

Financial statements deal with the financial position
of an entity ht the end bf-its
reporting period and not its possible position in the
future. Therefore„no provision
is recognised for costs that need to be incurred to opera
te in the futde. The only
liabilities recognised in an entity's statement of financial
position.are those that
exist at the end ofthe reporting period.

19

It is only those obligations arising from past events existingin
depmdently of an
entity's future actions (ie the future conduct of its business)that,a
re.r0(roised,as
provisions. Examples ofsuch obligations are penalties or
clean-up coifs-4bunlaw
ful environmental damage, both of which would lead to an
outflow of resources
embodying economic benefits in settlement regardless of the futur actio of
e
ns the
entity. Similarly, an entity recognises'a provision for the deolniniSSidini
lg.c of
an oil installation or a nuclear power station to the extent that the entity,i obliged
to rectify damage already caused. In contrast, because of cotninercia I pressures or
legal reqUirerrientS, an entity may intend or need to carryout CX16tidiftirc't-d'Opet'ate
in a particular way in the future (for example, by fitting siiidkefilter's'iri&Catain
type of factory). Because the entity'Can'avoid the 'futtit'e expenditure
future
actions, for example by changing its method of operation, it aS‘r.16 resent obliga'
tion for that future expenditure and no provision.is recognise
An obligation alwaysinVolves another party to whom Ihe'bbligation
not necessary, howeVer, to know the identity of the partyty:cMioni
is owed indeed the obligation may be to thPu
the blic at large: eemi
tion always involves a commitment to another party, it cillOWS th
or bOard decision does not give rise to a construetiVe-:dbligatidn
reporting period unless the decision has been communicated before:

20
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rePorting period to those affected by it in a sufficiently specific manne
r to raise a
valid expectation in them that the entity will discharge its responsibiliti
es.
An event that does not give rise to an obligation immediately may do so
at a later
d ate, because of changes in the law or because an act (for example, a
sufficiently
specific public statement) by the entity gives rise to a constructive obliga
tion. For
example,when environmental damage is caused there may be no obligation
to remedy the consequences. However, the causing of the damage will become
an obligating event when a new law requires the existing damage to be rectifi
ed or when
the entity publicly accepts responSibility for rectification in a way that create
sa
constructive obligation.
Where. details ofa proposed new law have yet to be finalised, an obligation arises
only when the legislation is virtually certain to be enacted as drafted. For the purpose ofthis Standard, such an obligation is treated as a legal obligation.
Differences
in -circumstances_ surrounding enactment make it impossible to specify a single
- event that would make the enactment of a law virtually certain. In many cases
it
• will be impossible to be virtually certain ofthe enactment ofa law until it is enacted.
Probable outflow of resources embodying economic benefits
'
For a liability to qualify for recognition there must be not only a present Obligation
"'`but also the probability of an outflow of resources- embodying economic benefits
to settle that obligation. For the purpose ofthis Standard,2 an outflow ofresources
or other event is regarded as probable ifthe event is more likely than not to occur,
fie the probability that the event will occur is greater than the probability that it will
not. Where it is not probable that a present obligation exists, an entity discloses a
contingent liability, unless the possibility of an outflow of resources embodying
.
.
`economic benefits is remote (see paragr
aph 86):
-.Where there are a number of similar obligations (eg product warranties or simila
r
contracts) the probability that an outflow will be required in settlement is determined by considering the class ofobligations as a whole. Although the likelihood of
Outflow for any One item may be small, it may well be probable that R
- ime outflow
ofresources will be needed to settle the class ofobligations as a whole.Ifthat is the
Case,;nprovision is recognised (ifthe other reeOgnition criteria are met).
Reliable estimate of the obligation
•The use of estimates is an essential part of the preparation of financial statements
and does not undermine their reliability. This is especially true in the case ofprovi.sioris,:which by their nature are more uncertain than most other items in the stateMerit offinancial position. Except in extremely rare eases, an entity will be able to
deterfnite a range ofpossible outcomes and can thereforemake an estimate of
the
Ohligation that is sufficiently reliable to use in recognising a provision.
;The interpretation of'probable' in this Standar
d as'more likely than not' does not necessarily apply in other
Standards.
Foundation
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26

In the extremely rare case where no reliable estimate can be made, a liability
x
that cannot be recognised. That liability is disclosed as a contingent
liablif
paragraph 86).

Contingent liabilities
27

An entity shall not recognise a contingent liability.

28

A cOritingent liability is disclosed, as required by paragraph 86,unles&the pc).
ofanroutflow ofresources embodying economic benefits is remote

29

Where an entity isjointly and severally liable for an obligation,the part ofth6.6
gation that is expected to be met by other parties is treated as a contingent
liabi
The entityrecognises a provision for the part ofthe obligation for whiChtlnii
olitilo w
ofresources embodying economic benefits is probable, except in the eXtreinelv
rare,
circumstances where no reliable estimate can be Made.

30

Contingent liabilities may develop in a way not initially expected.-ThereforeA
are assessed continually to determine whether an outflow ofresources:embod
ing
economic benefits has become probable. If it becomes probable that an ouitio\\of
future economic benefits will be required for an item previously dealt'with a contingentliability, a provision is recognised in the financial statements ofthe p noel in
which the change in probability occurs(except in the
cncumsiaiues
where no reliable estimate can be made).

r[q

Contingent assets
31

An entity shall not recognise a contingent asset.

32

Contingent assets usually arise from unplanned orother uneXpectedevents't rtgive
rise to the possibility of an inflow of economic benefits to the entity. Am \aniple
is a claim that an entity is pursuing through legal processes, wher6the diacoinc is
uncertain.

33

Contingent assets are not recognised in financial statements since this niay result in
the recognition of income that may never be realised llowe'Vei:,.yv' hen tiic realisation ofincome is virtually certain,then the related asset is nota contingait issei and
its recognition is appropriate.

34

A contingent asset is disclosed, as required by paragraph219, where an itillo‘\ of
economic benefits is-probable.

35.

Contingent assets,are assessed continually to ensure thatdeVQ12PWq7 apl
priately reflected in.the financial statements.,If it has become virtually cei taii4a
an inflow ofeconomic benefits will arise, the asset and the relatectilRiller aI~ rep
ogniseci in the financial statements of:the period in which the chang,e-uceds.'ft a
inflow ofeconomic benefits has become probable,an entity discloses the ontill
asset(see paragraph 89).
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Best estimate

ossibil

ptfl*
ty rare
they
flying
i yof
i con
loci in

` c,e$'

iple
e-is

The amount recognised as a provision shall be the best estimate
ofthe expenditure required to settle the present obligation at the end ofthe
reporting period.
The best estimate ofthe expenditure required to settle the present
obligation is the
amount that an entity would rationally pay to settle the obligation
at the end ofthe
reporting period .or to'transfer it to a third party at that time. It will
often be impossible or prohibitively expensive to settle or transfer an obligation
at the end ofthe
reporting period. However,the estimate of the amount that an entity
would rationally pay to settle or transfer the obligation gives the best estimate of
the expenditure reqiiired to settle the present obligation at the end ofthe reporting
period.
The estimates of outcome and financial effect are determined by the
judgement of
Mhe-management ofthe entity, supplemented by experience of similar
transactions
and, in some cases, reports from independent experts. The evidence
considered
1;includes any additional evidence provided,by events after the reporting
period.
..
Uncertainties surrounding the amount to be recognised as a provision
are dealt with
by various means according to the circumstances. Where the provision being
meaSuredinvolves a large population ofitems,the obligation is estimated
by weighting
all possible outcomes by their associated probabilities. The name for
this statistical
method of estimation is `expected value'. The provision will therefore be differ
ent
depending on whether the probability of a loss of a given amount is, for examp
le,
60 per cent or:90-per cent; Where there is a continuous range ofpossible
outcomes,
and each point in that range is as likely as any other, the mid-point of
the range is
used.
Example
An entity sells goods with a warranty under which customers are covered
for
the cost of repairs of any manufacturing defects that become apparent
within
the first six months after purchase. Ifminor defects were detected in all
products
sold, repair costs of 1 million would result. If major defeCts were detect
ed in all
products sold,repair costs of4 million would result. The entity's past experience
and'future'expectations'indicate that, for the coming year, 75 per Cent
of the
goods sold will have no defects, 20 per cent ofthe goods sold will haVe
minor
defects,and 5 per cent ofthe goods sold will have major,defect
s. hi accordance
*01 paragraph 24, an entity assesses the probability of an oulflow for the warranty obligations as a whole.

The expected value ofthe cost ofrepairs is:
(75% ofnil)+(20% of 1m)+(5% of4m)= 400,000
ere a single obligation is being measured, the individual most
likely outcome
ay be the best estimate of the liability. Howev
er, even in such a case, the entity
1 153

,
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41

considers other possible outcomes. Where other possi
ble outcomeos ar eih
t
mostly higher or mostly lower than the most likely outc
ome,the best eitiinate
be a higher or lower amount. For example, if an entit
y has to rectify a solid
us fault
in a major plant that it has constructed for a customer
, the individual mpg ii6k,
outcome may be for.the repair to succeed at the first
attempt at a cost f 1,000,
a provision for a larger amount is made if there is a signi
ficant chance that fill but
dm
attempts will be necessary.
•
The provision is measured before tax, as the tax conseque
nces ofthe provision, ai
changes in it, are dealt with under 1AS 12.

Risks and uncertainties
42
43

44

The risks and uncertainties that inevitably surround man
y events and cireim)stances shall be taken into account in reaching the best
estimate of kiprOVision,
Risk describes variability of outcome. A risk adjustment may
increase the amount
at which a liability is measured. Caution is needed in maki
ng judgements unck:1
conditions of uncertainty, so that income or assets are not
overstated.and,cxpetiss
or liabilities are not understated. However,uncertainty does
notjustify the creation
of excessive provisions or a deliberate overstatement of liabil
ities Fdr ekanile, if
the projected costs of a particularly adverse outcome are
estimated on a prucLiit
basis, that outcome is not then deliberately treated as more
probable than isi ealisticatty the case. Cat.e is needed to avoid duplicating adjustments
for risk aril uncer-..
tainty with consequent overstatement ofa provision.
")
Disclosure ofthe uncertainties surrounding the amount ofthe
expendituresmade
under paragraph 85(b).

Present value
45

Where the effect of the time value of money is material,the &Hi
nt of a; provision shall be the present value of the expenditures expe
cted tn be reqUired to
settle the obligation.

46

Because ofthe time value of money, provisions relating to
cas
. ,iii outflow:
. ,di it aiis.,
soon after the reporting period are more onerous than those Wher
e Cash Outgows of
the same amount arise later.Provisions are therefore discount wyci the &Tat
is
ed,
v
material.'

47

The discount rate(or rates)shall be a pre-tax rate(or
rates)that .
i eflect(s) current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks Speifie to
the liability. The discount rate(s) shall not reflect risk
s for',Wlikh TUturc cash
flow estimates have been adjusted.
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Future events
48

Future events that may affect the amount
required to settle an obligation shall
be reflected in the amount of a prov
ision where there is sufficient objectiv
e
evidence that they will occur.
Expected future events may be particularly impo
rtant in measuring provisions. For
example, an entity may believe that the cost of
cleaning*up a site at the end ofits life
will be reduced by future changes in technology. The
amount recognised reflects a
reasonable expectation oftechnically qualified,
objective observers,taking account
of all available evidence as to the technology that
will be available at the time of
the clean-up. Thus it is appropriate to include,
for example, expected cost reductions associated with increased experience in
applying existing technology or the
expected cost ofapplying existing technology to a
larger or more complex clean-up
operation than has previously been carried out. How
ever, an entity does not anticipate the development of a completely new tech
nology for cleaning up unless it is
supported by sufficient objective evidence.
The effect of possible new legislation is taken into
consideration in measuring an
existing obligation when sufficient objective evid
ence exists that the legislation is
virtually certain to be enacted. The variety of circ
umstances that arise in practice
makes it impossible to specify a single event that
will provide sufficient, objective
eVidence in every case. Evidence iS required both
of what legislation will demand
and of whether it is virtually certain to be enacted
and implemented in due course.
In many cases sufficient objective evidence will not
exist until the new legislation is
enacted.

Expected disposal of assets
Gains from the expected disposal of assets shal
l not be taken into account in
measuring a provision.
Gains on the expected disposal of assets are not
taken into account in measuring a
provision, even ifthe expected disposal is closely
linked to the event giving rise to
the provision. Instead, an entity recognises gain
s on expected disposals of assets at
the time specified by the Standard dealing with the
assets concerned.

eirnbursements
Where some or all ofthe expenditure required
to settle.a provision is tXpected
to be reimbursed by another party,
the reimbursement shall be recognised
when, and only when, it is virtually
certain that reimburseinent will be
received ifthe entity settles the obli
gation. The reimbursement shall be treated
as'a separate asset. The amo
unt recognised for the reimbursement shall not
exceed the amount ofthe provisio
n.
In the statement of comprehen
sive income,the expense relating to a provision
may be presented net of the
amount recognised for a reimbursement.
:Foundation
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55

Sometimes, an entity is able to look to another party to pay part or all ofth6
exif
diture required to settle a provision (for, example, through insurance:,Contr
indemnity 'clauSes or suppliers' Warranties). The other party may either .
2•...! en
amounts paid by the entity or pay the amounts directly.
.

56

In most cases the entity will remain liable for the whole ofthe amount in tvion
so that the entity would have to settle the full amount ifthe third party fail
PaY
for any reason. In this situation, a provision is recognised for the full
amount of the
liability, and a separate asset for the expected reimbursement is recognised
«lien
it is virtually certain that reimbursement will be received if the entity
liabili

57

In some cases; the entity will riot be liable for• the costs in question ifthe third
paiiy
fails to pay. In such a case the entity has no liability for those costs aiidtheya'r
e not
included in the provision.

58

As noted in paragraph .29, an obligation for which an entity is jointlarid ser
ver:ally
liable is a contingent liability to the extent that it is expected that the obligation
will
be settled by the other parties.
•

Changes in provisions
Provisions.shall be reviewed at the end of each reporting period
adjusted
to reflect the current best estimate. If it is no longer probalMethatiii otiton
ofreources embodying economic benefits will be required to Settle tilt. obliGation, the provision shall be reversed.
60

Where discounting is used, the carrying amount of a provision increases in each
period to reflect the passage oftime. This increase is recognised as'liol-t.owing
ci\ cost.
• !O14 gp_.f,

Use of provisions
61

A provision shall be used only for expenditures for which the pro\ isio
originally recognised.

62

Only expenditures that relate to the original provision are ':set agaii)st it, Setting
expenditures against a provision that was originally recognised for al-ii)thei ntipose
would conceal the impact oftwo different events.

APplication of the recognition and measurement rules

Outure'Operating losses
63

,Provisions shall not be recognised for future operatinglosses.,:

64

Future operating losses do not meet the definition of a tiabii4
the general recognition criteria set out for provisions in paragraph 14
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An expectation of future operating losses is an indication that certain assets of
the operation -may be impaired. An entity tests these assets for impairment under
IAS 36 Impairment ofAssets.

Onerous contracts
If an entity has a contract that is onerous, the present obligation under the
contract shall be recognised and measured as a provision.
Many contracts(for example,some routine purchase orders)can be cancelled without paying compensation to the other party, and therefore there is no obligation.
Other contracts establish both rights and obligations for each ofthe contracting parties. Where events make such a contract onerous,the contract falls within the scope
ofthis Standard and a liability exists which is recognised. Executory contracts that
l'are not onerous fall outside the scope ofthis Standard.
,1:This Standard defines an onerous contract as a contract in which the unavoidable
costs of meeting the obligations under the contract exceed the economic benefits
.
.
expected to be received under it. The unavoidable costs under a contract reflect the
least net cost ofexiting from the contract, which is the lower ofthe cost offulfilling
'
It and any compensation or penalties arising from failure to fulfil it.
• „0, , ,
! 13efore a separate provision for an onerous contract is established, an entity recogqiises any impairment loss that has occurred on assets dedicated to that contract(see
11AS 36).

Restructuring
The following . are examples of events that may fall under the definition of
restructuring:

,

(a) sale or termination ofa line of business;
)the closure ofbusiness locations in a country or region or the relocation ofbusi,riess ,activities from one country or region to another;
(c) changes in management structure, for example,eliminating a layer of management; and
(d).Jundamental reorganisations that have a material effect on the nature and focus
ofthe entity's operations.
.
.
()vision for restructuring costs is recognised only when the general recognition
criteria for provisions set out in paragraph 14 are met. Paragraphs 72-83 set out
ow the general recognition criteria apply to restnicturings.
constructive obligation to restructure arises only when an entity:
has a detailed formal plan for the restructuring identifyingat least:
• •

the business or part of a business concerned;
Ili) the principal locations affected;
Fdufidaflon
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(iii) the location, function, and approximate numb
er of employeB
will be compensated for terminating their services;
(iv) the expenditures that will be undertaken;
and
(v) when the plan will be implemented; and
(b) has raised a valid expectation in those affected
that it will ca,
yryoutti
restructuring by starting to implement that plan or
anno
unci
ng
its mail
features to those affected by it.
73

74

75

Evidence that an entity has started to implement a
restructuring plan wguw,bc
pail
vided,for example,by dismantling plant or selling assets
or by the publid.
annol1
1166
ment ofthe main features ofthe plan. A public announce
ment ofacleiailedplaiN
restructure constitutes a constructive obligation to restr
ucture only titis in acle
such a way and in sufficient detail (ie setting out the main
features OftN pi'aii)til
it gives rise to valid expectations in other parties such as
customers, siippliet s anti
employees(or their representatives)that the entity will carry
outthe.,,reStni6till.i ti„ ,
For a plan to be sufficient to give rise to a constructive
obligaticqi wlien toninitiak
cated to those affected by it, its implementation needs to be
planned0 beginas seeni
as possible and to be completed in a timeframe that makes
sigt*'atif chq? es to tlie
plan unlikely. Ifit is expected that there will be a long delay
before tlie reS-itticoaii)
begins or that the restructuring will take an unreasonably
long -fline,-it is runt ikelv ,
that the plan will raise a valid expectation on the part of
others that:the :entity:is ail
present committed to restructuring, because the titneframe
allows,oppeirtinlitiqs,i'or
the entity to change its plans.
V
A management or board decision to restructure taken befor
e the,end pftho reporting period does not give rise to a constructive obligation aftlie
etids:ofillel'oportina
period unless the entity has, before the end ofthe reporting perio
d
(a) started to implement the restructuring plan; or
' ''''''''
(b) announced the Main features ofthe restructuring pia-11'0'0
Se ,affected by it in
a sufficiently specific manner to raise a Valid expeetationifilierif4at the entity I
will carry out the restructuring.
:!.;:-5•. fL
If an entity starts to implement a restructuring plan, or annOiiiiees its main features to those affected, only after the reporting period, disclosure lig reinitiocl tinder
IAS 10 Events after the Reporting Period, if the restructuringlsInaterial and nondisclosure could reasonably be expected to influence decisiOnsfiiatfio Triinaiy
users of general purpose financial statements Make on the14SOrill'es- iltiancial
statements; which provide financial inforniation about a:Wiiidroid.tiiii,,,,eatit
y.
,
'

76
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Although a constructive obligation is not created solely by a rnanagenlent decision,
an obligation may result from other eariier events togetlier.AiiiigitC1-i-da i ll.F('''
example, negotiations.with employee repreSeritatives,fOetaitilnatiOn payinents, 01
they
with purchasers for the sale ofan operation, mayhave,beeniOnCliidecl,slibiect only
to board approval. Once that approval has been obtained and coiriiinunic*d t°
• - .: . - :,cy,,§•,.. , to'
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other parties;the entity has a constructive obligati
on to restructure, ifthe conditions
ofparagraph 72 are met.
!4.: In some cenntries, the ultimate authority
is. vested in a board whose membersh
ip
includes representatives of interests other than those
of management(eg employees)or notification to such representatives may
be necessary before the board decision is taken. Because a decision by such a boar
d involves communication to these
representatives, it may result in a constructive obligati
on to restructure.
No obligation arises for the sale ofan operation unti
l the entity is committed to
the sale, ie there is a binding sale agreement.
Even when,an entity has taken a decision to sell
79
an operation and announced that
decision publicly, it cannot be committed to the sale
until a purchaser has been
identified and there is a binding sale agreement. Until
there is a binding sale agree`inent,the entity will be able to change its mind
and indeed will have to'take another
course ofaction ifa purchaser cannot be found on acceptab
le terms. When the sale
ofan operation IS envisaged as part ofa restructuring,the
assets ofthe Operation are
reviewed for impairment,under IAS 36. When a sale is
only part'ofa restructuring,
a- constructive obligation can arise for the other parts of
the restructuring before a
binding sale agreement-exists.
restructuring provision shall include only the dire
ct expenditures arising
from the restructuring, which are those that are both
:
y necessarily entailed by the restructuring; and
(b) not associated with the ongoing activities
of the entity.
A restructuring provision does not include such cost

s as:

(a)- retraining or relocating continuing staff;
(b) marketing; or
.:..investment in new systems and distribution netw

orks.
Miese expenditures relate to the future conduct
ofthe business and are not liabilities
::;for'restructuring at the end of the reporting
period. Such expenditures are recog?iiised on the same basis as ifthey arose independ
ently ofa restructuring.'
•
Identifiable future operating losses up
to the date of a restructuring are not included
in a provision, unless they relate
to an onerous contract as defined in paragraph 10.
s required by paragraph 51, gains on the expe
cted disposal of assets are not taken
Into account' in measuring a restructuring prov
ision, even if the sale of assets is
envisaged as part ofthe'rest
iucturing.
sure:;; .)
or each ciass of provision,

an entity shall disclose:
the carrying amount at the begi
nning and end ofthe period;

oulidatioti
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(b) additional provisions made in the period, including
increases:16,existiiv,
provisions;
(c) amounts used (ie incurred and charged against the
provision) ilurin the
period;
(d) unused amounts reversed during the period; and

85

86 .

(e) the increase during the period in the discounted amount
arisink front
passage of time and the effect of any change in the discount
rate.
Comparative information is not required.
,
An entity shall disclose the following for each class of provision:
(a) 'a briefdescription of the nature of the obligation and the
eipeeted tiniiii(
Of any resulting outflows of economic benefits;
(b) an indication of the uncertainties about the amount or
iiining iof' those
outflows Where necessary to provide adequate inform
atiOh,'an entity
shall disclose the major assumptions made concerning future
events as
addressed in paragraph 48; and
(c) the amount of any expected reimbursement, stating,the
amount of any
asset that has been recognised for that expected reimbursemen
t.
Unless the possibility of any outflow in settlement is remote, an
entit\ shall
disclose for each class of contingent liability at the end of the
reporting
period a brief description of the nature of the contingent liaWlitST,
and, here
practicable:
(a) an estimate of its financial effect, measured under paragraphs 3
(b) an indication of the uncertainties relating to the amount or tithing
outflow; and
(c) the possibility of any reimbursement.

87

In determining which provisions or contingentliabilities may becaggregated to loina
a class, it is necessary to consider whether the nature of-the items-isStifficidatly similar for a single statement about them to fulfil the requirements,ofparagraphs 85(a)
and (b) and 86(a) and (b). Thus, it may be appropriate to treat as.a sioille class
of provision amounts relating to warranties of different products, but k\ onld not
be appropriate to'treat as a single class amounts relating to norma warrant los md
amounts that are subject to legal proceedings.

88'

Where a provision and a contingent liability arise froth the same set of citcptnstances, an entity makes the disclosures required by paragraphs
6 .14 d'V,aY that
shows the link between the provision and the contingeniiiabili

89

Where an inflow of economic benefits is, probable, an entitysha ise osc
brief description ofthe nature ofthe contingent assets at the end.of tie reP°11"
ing period, and, where practicable, an estimate of theii finnnciale
l ect, measured using the principles set out for provisions in paragraphs 36-5.
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Assets

It is important that disclosures for contingent assets avoid giving misle
ading indications ofthe likelihood ofincome arising.
Where any of the information required by paragraphs
86 and 89 is not disclosed because it is not practicable to do so,that fact shall
be stated.
In extremely rare cases, disclosure of some or all of the information requi
red
by paragraphs 84-89 can be expected to prejudice seriously the positi
on of
the entity in.:a dispute with other parties on the subject matter of the
provision, contingent liability or contingent asset. In such cases,
an entity need not
disclose the information, but shall disclose the general nature of the
dispute,
together with the fact that, and reason why, the information has not
been
disclosed.

ransitional provisions
The effect of adopting this Standard on its effective date (or earlier) shall
be
reported as an adjustment to the opening balance of retained earnings for
the
period in which the Standard is first adopted. Entities are encouraged
, but
not required, to adjust the opening balance of retained earnings for the earliest period presented and to restate comparative information. If comparativ
e
information is not restated, this fact shall be disclosed.
[Deleted]

festive date
This Standard becomes operative for annual financial statements covering period
s
beginning on or after 1 July 1999. Earlier application is encouraged. If an entity
applies this Standard for periods beginning before 1 July 1999, it shall disclo
se that
fact.
[Deleted]
[Deleted]
[Deleted]
Annual Improvements to IFRSs 2010-2012 Cycle, issued in Decem
ber 2013,
amended paragraph 5 as a consequential amendment derived from
the amendment
to IFRS 3. An entity shall apply that amendment prospectivel
y to business combi. nations to which the amendment to IFRS 3 applies.
IFRS 15 Revenue,from Contracts with Customers, issued
in May 2014, amended
paragraph.5 and deleted paragraph 6. An entity shall apply
those amendments when
it applies IFRS 15.
IFRS 9,as issued in July 2014,amended
paragraph.2 and deleted paragraphs 97 and
98. An entity shall apply those amendments when it applies IFRS
9.
fdundation
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102. IFRS 16, issued in January 201
6, amended paragraph 5. An entity
shall app;
amendment when it applies IFRS 16.
•
103 [used in future updates]
104

Definition ofMaterial(Amendinents
#
to IAS 1 and IAS 8), issued in
amended paragraph 75. An entity shall app
(SeiOt6r,
ly those amendments
prospective:
annual periods beginning on or after
1 January 2020. Earlier app
licatiOn
ted.Ifan entity applies those amendment
s for an earlier period, it shialll
isdisd.
fact. An entity shall apply those amendm
ents when it applies the ame
ndm
ehtso
definition ofmaterial in paragraph 7of
IAS 1 and paragraphs 5 and 6
of
-
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